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The Cryptographic Provider Development Kit (Cryptographic SDK) is a framework and library designed to simplify the
development of high-quality cryptographic software for use with Windows operating systems, including Windows
Server 2008 and the upcoming Windows 8. The Cryptographic SDK provides a robust framework that enables
developers to create high-quality cryptographic software in a short amount of time. It also enables you to make your
products easier to debug and faster to deploy. You can use the Cryptographic SDK to build robust, highly secure
cryptographic algorithms, cryptographic engines, or cryptographic key management schemes. Cryptographic SDK
Features: • The Cryptographic SDK provides four layers of abstraction for developers to write and use cryptographic
code. This framework facilitates fast development and the use of cryptography in practical applications. • The
Cryptographic SDK provides an excellent API for application developers to write cryptographic algorithms. • The
Cryptographic SDK has a toolkit that helps developers quickly produce robust software that can be used on Windows. •
The Cryptographic SDK provides a well-tested set of cryptographic primitive classes that you can use to build an
application. • Developers can call the Cryptographic API using their own code or the libraries provided by the
Cryptographic SDK to get the job done. One of the better looking IDEs, at least I've found it to be that way, is InteliJ.
It's lighter and comes with an interpreter for what they call their proprietary language which is C1 - but I haven't gotten
into it yet. There are also plugins that add features like auto-complete, for example the ruby plugin from JetBrains. Still
haven't found anyone to get me going with the Redhat based stuff. I've tried OpenJDK and OpenJ9 but have found them
both lacking and unprofessional. The one drawback I do have with the JavaJocks package is that it's been developed
with a bunch of different VMs in mind, and it's not that easy to cross compile, even within the same VM. I've also
considered using Mono for server side work, but I don't feel I'll be able to get past the hurdles. I have also considered
cpython, but the issues with the.NET framework has me nervous. You say you've tried IronPython and IronRuby, but
you haven't said anything about them? No matter how good CPython/Ruby may be, it's unlikely that it will be able to
compete with CPython/CPython, or CPython/Ruby
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Once you have compiled the SDK, you can write CNG providers to store cryptographic keys and other secure values.
The Cryptographic Provider Development Kit contains the following: Windows CNG SDK API documentation Library
and binary files Sample code Binaries (Visual C++ projects) All files can be compiled for Microsoft Visual Studio 2005
(any edition), Visual Studio 2008 (any edition), Visual Studio 2010, and Visual Studio 2012. The Cryptographic
Provider Development Kit is designed for low-level development, to allow you to develop a secure cryptographic library
and provide that in the forms of a.DLL or.EXE. Microsoft releases security fixes for Visual Studio on a regular basis.
Many components in the Cryptographic Provider Development Kit are not protected by.NET Framework security for
various reasons. As a result, an application using this library should be in a fully-patched environment. Major features:
Linux CNG SDK API documentation Windows CNG SDK API documentation Binaries (Visual C++ projects) Sample
code Library files All files can be compiled for Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 (any edition), Visual Studio 2008 (any
edition), Visual Studio 2010, and Visual Studio 2012. Use the Windows CNG SDK documentation to learn how to
develop cryptographic providers. The Cryptographic Provider Development Kit includes documentation and sample
code for the following: The Cryptographic Provider Interface — the main API that a cryptographic provider developer
implements Cryptographic provider programming model — the method of interaction between a cryptographic provider
and the Cryptographic Service Provider (CSP) Cryptographic providers — a collection of methods that a cryptographic
provider developer implements Cryptographic provider developer tools — the command line toolset for developing
cryptographic providers Cryptographic provider developer documentation — The API documentation for cryptographic
provider developers Cryptographic provider developer samples — The sample code for cryptographic provider
developers Microsoft has chosen to release a separate Windows CNG SDK with the implementation of security fixes
for Visual Studio so that we can provide this separate library. If you are building your cryptographic provider to be
compatible with Vista, Windows Server 2008 or Windows 7, you should install the Windows CNG SDK. Links: .NET
Framework Cryptographic Provider Foundation — Provides a description of how cryptographic providers interact
with.NET Framework applications and cryptographic services. .NET Framework Cryptographic Provider Provider —
Provides additional information about how cryptographic providers can be used. .NET Framework Cryptographic
Provider System — Describes the Cryptographic Provider Framework, which contains the security system and
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Windows Common Cryptographic Provider (CCP) is a set of common tasks for cryptographic provider
implementations. Windows CCP is intended to be used by developers and third party software providers, and is not
available to end users. The primary aim is to provide a clean, portable and simple to use API for the task of
cryptography, with appropriate wrappers for each platform and environment. Windows CCP is an extension to the
Windows Cryptographic API (CryptoAPI), and is designed to be as close as possible to the open standards defined by
NIST. Windows CCP provides a consistent and simple interface for managing message digest (hash) and symmetric key
algorithms, and a simpler interface for securing other cryptographic services. Features The Windows CCP SDK
includes a large number of libraries, header files and sample programs providing implementations of a variety of
functions related to cryptography. These include: Message Digest and Digital Signature Functions Asymmetric
Cryptography Functions Symmetric Cryptography Functions Public Key and Private Key Functions Authentication and
Security Functions Code Samples This SDK also includes extensive documentation, both in HTML and in PDF format.
In addition, a large number of third party and Microsoft proprietary development tools and projects are available.
Examples of these are: CryptoAPI-based Message Digest Algorithms Microsoft Authenticated Security Status Provider
Cryptographic Hub (for token-based symmetric encryption) The Windows Cryptographic Provider Development Kit
(formerly Windows CNG SDK) Documentation (HTML): The cryptographic provider samples included with this SDK
should be taken as a guide to how to implement the provider. To produce a provider based on samples included with this
SDK, you need to change only the name, the hash and key sizes and the public and private key size. The Cryptographic
Provider Development Kit (formerly Windows CNG SDK) Documentation (PDF): Microsoft Windows Common
Cryptographic Provider Symmetric Encryption and Decryption Message Authentication and Integrity Using SHA1
Using the Common Cryptographic Provider Symmetric Keys and Keys (CNG) Security Introduction to SHA1 Message
Digest Algorithm Cryptographic Object System Reference Cryptographic Provider Reference Converting Secure
Storage (STS) Code to Windows CCP (CNG) Using APIs for Managing Message Digest Algorithms (MD5, SHA1,
SHA256) Security Properties for PEB Security properties for profile sessions Security properties for sessions and
certificates Cryptographic Provider Reference For more information about Windows Common Cryptographic Provider
(CNG), see the
What's New in the?

The CNG SDK is a collection of classes, methods and interfaces to help application developers quickly write Windows
cryptographic providers that target the CNG Cryptographic Service and will work with the Windows Server 2008,
Windows Vista, Windows 7 and Windows 8 operating systems. This new version of the SDK has been updated with the
latest features and enhancements of the newly released Windows CNG Cryptographic Service, as well as key
improvements to the cryptographic provider development and runtime infrastructure. CNG SDK features new system
and provider APIs. The CNG SDK now supports the authentication API, making it possible to use the same provider for
different authentication scenarios. The CNG SDK now has an higher level of integration with the CNG Cryptographic
Service, providing non-random APIs for users to start and stop and process and transfer keys and certificates. Key
Features and Benefits of the CNG SDK: The CNG SDK is a toolset for rapid development of software that
communicates with the Windows CNG Cryptographic Service. The components in the SDK are all authored in managed
C++ code, and can be developed using Visual Studio.NET or Borland C++ Builder. The components in this SDK help
you easily generate: • New providers • Capabilities for existing cryptographic providers and algorithms • New
implementations of cryptographic providers • Synchronization services • Support for code signed providers • Support
for code integrity checking (CRC32) • Support for strong NIST authentication • Use non-Random APIs from the
provider to add functionality to applications, e.g. automated login, etc • An example shell application that demonstrates
the use of a synchronous asynchronous provider The CNG SDK is comprised of the following major components: • A
CryptoAPI Provider Interface • A CryptoAPI Cryptographic Provider Interface (Cryptographic Provider Interface
Engine) • A Provider Store interface • User space management interface • Cryptographic services APIs • Cryptographic
provider registration interface • Sample Authentication/Mutual Authentication provider • Sample Sign/Verify provider
• Cryptographic provider sample shell application • Documentation In addition to these core components, there are also
key components and services provided that help you rapidly develop and deploy a new CNG cryptographic provider: •
Sample code for packaging the cryptographic provider to be published to the Microsoft® Windows® Software
Development Kit (SDK) • User-mode management engine • Security
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Nano Assault Memory Hard Disk: 256 MB Ram 1024 MB VRAM 2 GB or more HD Networking: Minimum
Requirements: 128 MB RAM 1 GB or more HD Widgets Networking
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